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Word Count = 164

“Poor Baby Elephant has got a knot in his trunk!
How do you think that knot got there?
What will happen to poor Baby Elephant?
What does an elephant do with its trunk?”

•  Use Teacher Talk to stimulate discussion of topic.

•  Use initial letter plus picture clues to read unknown words.

•  Identify sight words in isolation and using flashcards (back cover).

•  Notice punctuation, including direct speech.

•  Locate contractions  and   throughout text.can’t    I’m

•  Notice silent letter  in k knot

•  Use exclamation marks for expression and enjoyment!

•  Promote drama, writing or art as follow-up activities.

•   Find learning resources to extend and reinforce the literacy 

strategies in this title @ redrocketreaders.com
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can’t       help      _
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        One day Baby Elephant got
        .a big  knot in his trunk

“   ?”    .Who can  help  me he said
2
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“           I can’t eat my food with
        .this knot in my trunk

      .”I’m getting very hungry
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“         I can’t drink water with
        ,”this knot in my trunk
    .said Baby Elephant



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

You’ve Just Finished your Free Sample 
 

Enjoyed the preview? 
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